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The most amazing archaeological discovery of our time-- a sarcophagus from an ancient civilization

that predates the Egyptian Pyramids by more than fifty thousand years--is being broadcast as a live

public exhibit on national TV.  But in their haste to reveal a glimpse of what could be the origin of

mankind, the scholars of the OBARI Foundation instead unleash an ancient plague upon the

modern world.  This is the age-old story of the curious--and of those who must race to close the

door on what should never have been opened . . . This is PANDORA, the End of Days...-----------**

READ BEFORE PURCHASE! ** This is the FULL SET containing both Volume 1 & 2 combined of

the PANDORA: End of Days (manga comic-book) Graphic Novel. Contains over 200+ pages!- This

e-book is formatted to be read for all Kindle devices, and will also display in smartphones and

tablets such as the iPhone and the iPad. ----------------------For more info on the series:

http://www.realinterfacestudios.comLIKE US on FaceBook to receive updates and free

stuff:http://www.facebook.com/realinterfacestudiosParanormal / Survival Horror / Plague / Zombie

Apocalypse Check out our other comic book title online: JTF-3 Counter Ops: The Complete Counter

Terrorism Series Collection
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When I first read the description of this manga, I was extremely skeptical. "A zombie horror story?

Never heard that before."When I noticed that I hadn't borrowed my free book for the month (being a

Prime member), I decided to give the manga a chance.Don't get me wrong, I have an obsession

with zombie stories. I just assumed I had seen it all by new. When I turned to the first page of this

manga, it was a reality check for my imagination.The art itself is magnificent. I've read more manga

than I care to count, and this has to be one of the most frame-by-frame detailed manga works I've

ever read. The zombies themselves have a fantastically unique look, and although the faces are a

TINY bit awkward at times, that is incapable of taking away from the gruesome beauty of this

manga.The story is decent, definitely unique, and surprisingly original considering the genre.You're

in for a good read~

I have never been a massive horror or modernist enthusiast. I get bored with horror so easily, and I

have always preferred medieval times and mythology. Most of my experience with the genre

coincides with my love fantasy and history. Regardless, I elected to try this with my new kindle, and

am far from disappointed. It takes the zombie genre and adds a few twists. I really liked the whole

"consume and adapt" show it gave the concept. Let that alone, it gave an interesting basis that gave

a story I could- pardon the pun- sink my teeth into, giving enough details to draw my attention while

leaving enough variables to keep it. And the art... My god the art... Why are horror artists typically so

amazing at detail? A beautiful protagonist without being overly sexual, a possible budding romance,

an actual basis for connection and importance for the main character beyond just being a cute girl

that needs protecting... Having had my experiences with this genre have weak female roles, this is

both refreshing and exhilarating. I look forward to reading more.

Sometimes your in the mood for something different, this Graphic Novel is perfect for just that. The

artwork is excellent, the storyline moves you along so quickly that before you know it, it's over and

you wish there was more and you can't help but visit the Author's website to find out not only more

about them, but to see what else they have to offer.I usually don't read Graphic Novels, but I am

now a fan with a new favorite to keep an eye on.

This is a prime graphic novel. The illustrations are beautiful, story line is interesting, and the action

is stupendous. I hope to see how characters and relationships evolve as the series continues.

Eagerly waiting for next volume...



This book is very good. The art style is beautiful and the content is the same. It leaves you on the

edge of your seat; will they survive, will they die, who'll get bitten? It is just very good, and I cannot

wait for more.

This was an absolute surprise and the download to the Kindle came out great. Why couldn't all

graphic novels be like this one. I loved the storyline, this book was action packed from the get go

and I wanted to keep on reading more and more. I could hardly wait for the continuation which I

hope comes out real soon. The main character was an absolute delight her courage int he face of a

doomsday apocolipse was story worthy and wanted more of her. The military involvement priceless

and adding a governor on the stroyling, especially a well known governor was genius. This is the

zombie apocalipse book you definietely want to add to your collection. The art was great and even

though it wasn't in color I must admit, it didn't need to be. I actually think having this graphci novel in

black and white was genius. It made it seem more original. So in short buy it and enjoy it.

I have a basic entry-level Kindle, whichj made reading this book difficult. I spent have my time

zooming in so as to read the speech bubbles and the black and white colouring made it difficult to

see detail in places. I'm sure that on a touchscreen or Fire this would be a good read.

It's always fun when a good rationale is created for the rise of zombies. Pandora does a nice job. I

hope everyone realizes the conceit of the title -- box. I hope Ang continues with this well drawn

(more manga style with good variation) and nicely paced.
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